Specifications
Mid-InfRAred Camera w/wo LEns (MIRACLE) for SPICA is aimed for wide field imaging and low resolution spectroscopy <specifications> wavelength 5-38um spectral resolution 5-200 FOV 6'x6' x 2 Observational mode broad band imaging (bandpass filters) slit-less and slit spectroscopy (grism) detector Si:As 1Kx1K ( 5-20um) Si:Sb 1Kx1K (20-38um) *options refractive optics design is done. reflective optics design is underway. number of filters and grisms are under discussion. field mask changer (wheel) is considered to enable long-slit spectroscopy. dichroic mirror may be installed for each FOV for multiple detectors. BIB detectors sensitive in wavelength over 38um are studied.
Mid-Infrared Camera for SPICA will provide imaging and low resolution spectroscopy at 5-38um faster mapping speed than JWST/MIRI in all band (larger field of view)
